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Insert the blade edge deep into 
the groove inside the case.
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Set the slider to either end of the rail.

Set materials to be cut in position.

Slide the slider while pressing it down. 

Cutting Mat X 1pc

Straight Blade K-28 X 1pc

Blade Replacement Case 
X 1pc

Risk of Blade Damage or Malfunc�on

Disregarding the following cau�ons can result in injury

ENGLISH

Do not place your hand under the cutting rail. Do not attempt to modify, disassemble or repair.

Do not use on an unstable surface.When replacing the blade, do not touch the sharp edge of 
the blade.

A cutting mat must be installed when cutting.

Do not cut staples, paper clips or other metallic objects.

Do not cut metallic or glass impregnated films.

Do not attempt to modify, disassemble or repair.

Do not attempt to cut paper in excess of specification.

Do not cut any metallic objects (e.g. staples and clips) to avoid blade damage.

CUTTING MAT REPLACEMENT
Cutting mat is a replaceable part. When the mat becomes deeply grooved and the 
cutting performance deteriorates, the mat should be replaced.

Pull forward the cutting mat holder and pull out the cutting mat.
Insert a new cutting mat into the groove and close the mat holder. By changing orientation 
of the cutting mat, 4 surfaces can be used,  two surfaces per side on front and back.
Replace a new cutting mat when all 4 surfaces are used.

BLADE REPLACEMENT

Place the old blade in the empty blade replacement case located in the storage tray.

Do not touch the sharp edge of the blade.
Touching the sharp edge of the blade can result in injury.

About Direction of the Blade when Installation

About Storage of the Blade Replacement Case

SPECIFICATION

Cutting
Capacity

1.1 kg                          
W265×L388×H70           

310mm（ A4 Size, long edge）     

10 sheets (based on PPC paper, 64~80 g/m2 paper, slide back and forth once )Straight Blade

Cutting Length  
Unit Size  
Weight

3 sheets (based on PPC paper, 64~80 g/m2 paper )  Cut in one direction ※2

462mm（ A3 Size, long edge) 
W265×L540×H70 

1.6 kg  

REPLACEMENT PART
Continued use of damaged replacement parts (consumables) may cause malfunction. Please replace parts regularly.

Model
Cutting Mat                    

Cutting Blade 

DC210/212M (2 pcs）also known as RM-12/2 (2 pcs)              DC218M (2 pcs）also known as RM-18/2 (2 pcs)              

Straight Blade K-28 （2 pcs）/ Fluorine-coated Straight Blade K-18（ 1 pc）/ Perforation Blade K-29（1 pc）          

Move the slider to the center of the rail, remove the screws and take off the holder.
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Tighten the screws to fix the holder.

※1  When cutting with a perforation blade, the cut will be cleaner if you use an unused section of cutter mat or replace with a new cutter mat.
        Perforation blade is not included.（ Optional ）
※2  When cutting with a perforation blade, moving the slider back and forth will cut the paper away.

Replacement parts are available at local stationery stores, or stationery section of stores. For details on the replace-
ment parts, please refer to CARL website.

Attach the blade with “CARL” engraved facing outside. ( See     )
When using a blade without the engraving, set the blade and then make a test cut on 10 
sheets. If this produces small fragments, change the front and back of the blade.

Retain the empty blade replacement case in the 
storage tray at the back of the product.

Perforation Blade

Thank you for purchasing CARL Paper Trimmer DC-200N/ DC-2A3N. Please carefully read the 
enclosed manual prior to use. It is advisable to retain this manual for future reference. 

Do not cut paper with adhesive when fluorine-coated 
blade (K-18) is not being used.

CAUTION

PART DIAGRAM

CUTTING

Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice.

(installed in the product) Rail

Slider

Blade is a replaceable part and increasingly poor cutting performance indicates 
that the blade needs replacement

B

Canada, Mexico and USA Other Countries (Except Japan)

Open a new blade replacement case, fit the hexagonal stud on the holder into the 
hexagonal hole on the blade. Slide the blade replacement case down while pushing 
against the holder. ( See     )


